
Multiple levels of progressive 
content plus topic areas not 

covered by other secure coding 
competitors (AI/LLM  others).

TECHNICAL DEPTH OF CONTENT Large quantity of labs with  
limited format variety focused  
on developers.

Conversational podcast-style 
videos featuring industry experts 

who clearly describe concepts.

VIDEOS WITH IMPACT Limited quantity of brief animated 
videos with voice over.

Multiple types of lessons that 
require coding in a live web app to 

apply learned concepts with  
pre-warmed sandboxes for 
positive learner experience. 

HANDS-ON TRAINING
High quantity of lab style  
hands-on content, but the labs 
can take up to a minute to load.

Customizable pre-built paths  
for compliance, topics and 

more than a dozen discrete 
development team roles.

CUSTOMIZABLE ROLE-SPECIFIC 
 LEARNING PATHS Customizable pre-built learning 

paths based upon language, level, 
or status.

Purpose-built function for  
tracking Security Champion 

practical hands-on activities.

SECURITY CHAMPION  
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT No function for managing security 

champion activities.

Reporting that can be filtered on 
any user property from SSO or 

SCIM and  includes reports that 
show knowledge improvement.

ANALYTICS & INSIGHTS Reporting functionality with 
separate reports for learning 
paths, labs, leaners, competency 
score, and accuracy score.

Every customer receives an 
assigned CSM who proactively 

provides program guidance. 
Learners have access to in-app 

chat during business hours. 

CUSTOMER SUCCESS  
AND SERVICE Few resources available 

to support customers and 
professional services with all 
based in Europe.

Platform customization  
to align program themes,  

SOC2 compliant to protect  
data, SSO and SCIM support  

for easy user management,  
WCAG support for impaired 
learners across all lessons.

ENTERPRISE-GRADE FEATURES

SecureFlag doesn’t appear to 
have any of these features.

100% dedicated to training 
members of the SDLC to create 

more secure software. 

PRODUCT FOCUS Small company with threat 
modelling and secure coding 
training products.
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